We construot minimal (with respect to vertices) peeudodissections for any connected piecewiee-linear n-manifold with boundary* As a consequence, we obtain ball coverings for bordered manifolds with nice intersection properties. Then we give a graph-theoretical description of these results.
MINIMAL DISSECTIONS OF BORDERED MANIFOLDS
We construot minimal (with respect to vertices) peeudodissections for any connected piecewiee-linear n-manifold with boundary* As a consequence, we obtain ball coverings for bordered manifolds with nice intersection properties. Then we give a graph-theoretical description of these results.
1. Notations Let Δ η be the set {0,1,... t n} and U n -Δ η -{θ}. The symbol #A means the cardinality of the set A.
All considered (compact) spaces and maps belong to the piecewise-linear (PL) category in the sense of [h] or [z] . The prefix PL will always be omitted.
Two ball-complexes B^, Bg are said to be abstractly isomorphic if there exists a bisection ftB^ -» B2 preserving the face-incidence relation. An n-pseudooomplex Κ is an n-dimensional principal ball-complex in which every r-ball, considered with all their faces, is abstractly isomorphic with the complex underlying an r-siiplex l [H'V] , p.49). Κ is said to be a pseudodissection of the polyhedron |κ|. By S r (K) and K s we respectively denote the set of all the r-balls of Κ and the s-skeleton of K. He shall also csll r-eimplex (resp. vertex) each r-ball (resp. O-ballJ of K. An n-dlmensional pseudecomplex Κ with exactly n+1 vertices is called a contracted complex: 9uch a Κ is also said to be a contracted triangulation of |Κ|.
A. Cavlcohloli, l·« grasselli
Given a simplex β in an n-pseudooomplex K, the dlajpiped atar sfd(s,K) is defined to be the disjoint union of the n-simplexee of Κ containing s, with re-identifioation of the (n-1)-faces containing s and of their faoes. The subcomplsx lkd(s,K) = {τ e std(s,K)/-r η s -0} is oalled the disjoined link of a in K. If Κ is a pseudodissection of a manifold, the star st(s,K) and the link lk(s,K) of a simplex s in Κ are not necessarily balls or spheres; however std(s,K) and lkd(s,K) are the balls or spheres obtained by a minimal set of severings on st(s,K) and lk(a,K) respectively.
An (n+1 )-coloured graph with boundary is a pair (Γ,ar) » where r= (V(r),E(D) is a finite non-oriented multigraph (without loops) and 2ΓϊΒ(Π is an edge-coloration of Γ (i.e. a*(e.|) i 3"(e 2 ) for amy two adjacent edges e r ,e 2 eB(r) ([CG], Def. 1 ) ).
A boundary vertex of Γ is a vertex of V(r) whose degree is strictly less than n+1. If Γ has no boundary vertioes, i.e. Γ is regular of degree n+1, (r,¡f) ia simply oalled an (n+1) -coloured graph. Por every subset Β £ denotes the partial graph (ν(Γ),3--1 (Β)). (Γ, g*·) is said to be contracted if pj -Ρ Δ is connected, for every i e Δ β .
A coloBr " lso " morphlsm between two {n+t)-coloured graphs with boundary (r,jj·) and (Γ,ί) is a pair (ϊ,Φ), where ¥ is a permutation on Δ η and Φ:γ-» Γ, is a graph-isomoprhiem such that Φογ = t 0^ · If (Γ,2t) is an ( n+1 )-coloured graph (with or withour boundary), the associated n-pseudocomplex Κ(Γ) is defined by the following rules: a) take an n-simplex 6 n (v) for each veV(r) and label its vertices by Δ η> b) if v,weV(r) are joined by an i-coloured edge, identify the (n-1)-faces of 6 n (v) and 6 n (w) opposite to the vertioes labelled by i, so that equally labelled vertices are identified.
On the other hand, let Κ be an n-dimensional pseudocomplex with a vertex-coloration ρ : V(K 1 ) -Δ η which is injective on each n-simplex of K. The pair (K,ç) is called an n-labelled pseudooomplex. Obviously, each oontracted triangulation gives an n-labelled pseudooomplex in a natural way.
The (n+1)-coloured graph aasociated to (K,ç), simply written (Γ(Κ),χκ), is obtained in this way:
a') take a vertex for each n-simplex of Κ b') join two vertices by an edge e iff the associated n-simplexes of Κ have a common {n-1)-face 6 n~^( e) c') define 2rK
being a vertex of 6 n_1 (e). The graph (r,2f) (resp. {Γ(Κ) ) Í is said to represent K(r) (resp. K) and every space homeomorphlc with it.
(resp. (r(K),tfK)J is a contracted graph iff Κ(Γ) (reap. K) is a contracted complex. Further, (Γ(Κ(Γ)ϊ, ^κ(Γ)^ is colour-isomorphic with (Γ,;?·)} If |κ] is a manifold, then Κ(Γ(Κ)) is abstractly isomorphic with K.
Minimal paeudodissections
The following result has been proved in [p] for the closed manifolds and extended in [CG] to the manifolds with connected boundary. Proposition 1. Bvery n-dimensional connected manifold with connected boundary admits a contracted triangulation.
We give a pseudodissection theorem for every connected n-manifold with h (h>1) boundary components, by means of a pseudooomplex with n*h vertices (n vertices on each boundary component). Since n*h is the minimal possible number of vertices, the result oan be considered as an extension of the proposition 1 to every n-manifold, obtained by a completely different proof. Lemma 2. Let M be 8 connected n-manifold with h boundary components M^. If K^ is a contracted triangulation of M^ (i eHjjl) there exists a pseudodissection 7. of 22, inducing K^ on each M^. each priem in Ρ is triangulated by a si^bcomplex of , 2) by recurrence on the dimension of the prisms, star each of them from the bsrycenter over its boundary.
Then K* = H 1 u? 2 is ε pseudodissection of M* induoing Kj_ on each
The pseudodissection Κ of the lemma is f(K*), where f:M* -» II ie 8 home omorphisai. Proposition 3. Let II be a connected n-manlfcld with h (h> 1) boundary components M^. If K^ is a contracted triangulation of M^ (ieN^), there exists a pseudodissection H of Κ with no interior vertices, inducing K^ on each M..
Let 9 s Í U ^J Δ η be a surjective application, called a boundary coloration, such that rp | g ^ j is infective for each ieHjjj, v(v) is said to be the colour of the vertex v. Note that the existence of 7 is allowed by the condition h>1 anc that the number of vertices in I J K. is ,1uat nh. Let P p (ic) (r£i n^) be the set of all the pseudodissections H* of 11 such that: . * ( ' ) H induces K^ on each M^, ( " ) every η-simplex of H has at loast r boundary vertices, they are labelled by different colours of a subset of Δ η and r of them are labelled by different colours of (set Δ_ι = '/).
Let Hqe P 0 (MJ be a pseudodissection of M obtained as shown in lemma 2. By induction, if H r € Ρ Γ (Γ.Τ), we construct H r+1 --e P T+1 (M). The pseudooissection Η = will satisfy the stai ment, being 9H « 3Hq and # S 0 (HJ « n*h. α Γ ^ince IΗ | = M, "t'-iere exist a finite sequence ξ = {d!jH i=1 (#S ,Η Γ ) = ο< r ) of all the n-sitnplexes of H r and finite sequenoe α Γ ξ' = of (n-1J-simplexes of H r such that, for each j, i:" -1 is a common face of and (k<j).
Let be the (n-r)-face of not containing the vertiten labelled by the colours of Δ.^ end let j(i) be the minimal index in ξ such that
The set of the distinct elements in the family {£ n std(T^f ) ,H r ))}^1 is a partition of S ß lH r ).
The finite eequence e = { 8td l T j("i) »^rO Let 9 : S 0 (u ) -Δ η _ 1 be an application such that ?|g (κ j ie infective for each i eWith the notation· of Proposition 3, let He P Q (M) be a pseudodissection of M inductively constructed as H n , by «sine η instead of 7 . lor each n-eimplex 6 n e H, let v(6 n ) be thet unique vertex of 6° not labelled by 9 . There exist a finite sequeno· ξ" -{etd(v a (6 n )of the disjoined stars of all the vertiese v(6 n ) in Η and a finite eequenoe ε" « {^"''J'p·/! of (n-1 )-simplexes of H such that, for. every β , we have A^T* t •t(i¡ 5 (¿ n ).,i) η *t(v y (¿ ft j,H> t · for som« f<ß.
Let Β be the triangulated η-ball obtained by pairwiae identification of all the n-balls in ξ" along the (n-1)-simplexes in ε". If w is an interior point of B, let Η be the pseudodissection obtained from D = w * 3B by the identification of all the simplexeé in 3D = 3B which are copies of the jame simples of H.
3. Crystallizations Let G n be the set of all the (n+1)-coloured graphs with boundary whose boundary vertices have degree exactly n. Let ( r »T) 6 G n · r h a 8 no boundary vertices, set 3Γ = 0. Otherwise, let (3Γ, 3χ) be the graph defined by the following rules: a) the vertices of 3Γ are the boundary vertioes of Γ, bj two vertioes x,y are joined in 3Γ by an i-coloured edge iff there is a colour j in Γ missing both in χ and in y and x,y belong to the sama connected component of the partial graph Γ^ .j.. (ar,3î) is said to be the boundary graph of (Γ ,2f ). If 13Γ , Sjt) has h connected components, we say that (Γ,τ) has h boundary components.
Note that an {n+1)-coloured graph with boundary, regular wit*i respect to one colour {[CG], Def.3), is a particular element of G n : moreover, its boundary graph in the sense of ([CG], Def.A) coincides with the one just defined.
Let g£ (hj Û) be the set of all the (n+1)-ooloured graphs in G d with h boundary components, each of which is a oontraoted n-coloored graph. I" s£~1 is the (n-1 )-sitaplex of represented by xeV(r(K^))t let e n eK(r) be the unique n-s mplex such that sj -1 <-s n . If y is the boundary vertex of Γ representing s D , define 6(x) » y.
Let a±( Γ) be the connected component of 9Γ with y e V{ Γ)). Tha map θ s V{r ( K± ) ) -•V(3i(r)) is bijective, Note that r ( K^ ) and Sj^r) have the same colour set, Δη -{c} say. If x,x eVfrd^)) are Joined by an r-coloured edge of Ρίκ ± ), let 6 n ·* 2 be the common (n-2)-fiace of β^" 1 , s|" 1 . Sinoe the n-eimplexee EJ)(X)T 8 Q(X) ^elöDß *<> etd(ö n~2 ,K(r) ) ,θ(χ) ,θ(*)« e V(r r. _x). Finally, θ(χ) and θ(χ) are joined by an r-ooi®t r f , , loured edge in 8Α(Γ).
Definition

2.
A crystallization of a non-connected manifold M is defined to be a non-connected graph such that eaoh one of its components is a crystallization, in the sense of Definition 1, of a (different) component of M.
The following result is an j.mmediate consequence of Propositions 3, 7 and Definition 2: Proposition 8. Let M be a connected n-manifold with h (h>0) boundary components (ieN^). Por every crystallization ( Ργ') of 3M, there existe a crystallization (r,2f) of M auch that (ar , 9^·) is colour-isomorphic with (r',3*'). 3) Let (r,2r) be an element of G^ (h>1). Then is a crystallization of a connected 3-manifold with h (h> 1) boundary components iff, for each i e Δ^ and for each connected component q, (ae» h ) of ΓΛ, #V(C a ), -#¿(C a ) + Eg® b = 1.
Proof.
The three statements can be easily derived by using the following remarks. Let (r,y) be a crystallization of an n-manifold. For each Β ε Δ", with #B • h<n+1, η * there is a bisection between the set of connected components of r R and the set of the (n-h)-simplexes of K(r) whose vertices ( ' ) #» = n«h, (") -n, for every ¿ e î^.
